Case Study
Cutting through the noise
and doing business smarter for

The Retail Industry
The retail industry is constantly looking to find new ways to be
relevant in the ever-increasing shadow of online shopping. When
designer brand Miniso opened new shops in Poland, they used
Hikvision technology to give them the edge.

Using cameras to map retail trends
EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

THE CHALLENGE

RETAIL IN AN ONLINE
WORLD

PEOPLE-COUNTING &
MARKETING EFFECTIVENESS

MINISO is a Japanese-inspired variety store offering a wide range of
selected goods for the youth of today. Since Ye Guofu began business
operations in 2013, MINISO has opened more than 4,200 stores in
over 80 countries and regions in just seven years, including the US,
Canada, Australia, Spain, Russia, India, and Mexico.

The management team at Miniso had a number of specific questions
they needed to answers in order to make the stores successful in the
cut-throat high street environment.

MINISO is not just a brand but also a lifestyle advocate, and shares
its vision of “a better life has nothing to do with the price” with all its
customers. The reason for MINISO’s rapid success is its dedication to
bringing young consumers well-made products at reasonable prices,
allowing them to enjoy a better quality lifestyle on a budget.
The retail industry is constantly looking to find new ways to be relevant
in the ever-increasing shadow of online shopping. Researchers have
predicted a 17.5 percent growth in the ecommerce share of global
retail sales in 2021, rising from 13.7% in 2019. When designer brand
Miniso opened new shops in Poland, they used Hikvision technology
to give them the edge.

REMOTE DATA COLLECTION
FOR A FAST-GROWING BRAND
Miniso turned to Hikvision AI products, with a solution built by
Polish reseller Volta, including people counting cameras, fisheye
cameras and NVRs. These were all coordinated using the
HikCentral software platform.

How do we know if our marketing strategy is working? What is the
conversion rate of purchases? What are the ‘hot areas’ of the store,
and do these actually represent best-selling products?
Originally, with no access to significant information, they relied on
experience and conversation with staff. But there was no way to
verify these findings.
They also needed to be able to get this information remotely –
i.e. management in their HQ in Warsaw wanted to be able to see
the situation in the other four stores without having to visit them
separately. Sometimes, they resorted to sending people to individual
stores to manually count the people – a very time-consuming and
costly exercise.

THE SOLUTION

KEY FACTORS AND FUTURE

HIKVISION AI SOLUTION

IMPROVED SUPPLY TO MEET
DEMAND

Miniso turned to Hikvision AI products, with a solution built by Polish
reseller Volta, including people-counting cameras, fisheye cameras
and NVRs. These were all coordinated using the HikCentral software
platform.
A people-counting camera in each store counts people passing by,
while another counts people entering and leaving. With this tailormade solution management could calculate how many people were
passing by to see a purchasing conversion rate. This also helps them
to know whether marketing strategy is working. They can analyse the
information further to see whether the rate of people entering the
store is dropping, and whether that relates to the number of those
passing outside. Miniso’s management can then look into the causes of
these numbers, along with sales figures, to form a picture. For example,
whether there is an external factor affecting shoppers either to pass
by, or to enter.
Because Miniso have the same technology set up in all the stores in
Poland, they can compare different locations. This also comes in useful
when it’s time to negotiate rent with shopping malls.
Using ceiling installation of several fisheye cameras, the system can
generate heat maps. This helps managers to see where ‘hot areas’ are,
helping them to allocate products in the optimal place for promotion.
Hot areas can also be compared with sales figures to provide further
insights into shopping patterns.

All the information provided by the system is coordinated, and business
information on both layout and original image can be overlaid in Miniso’s
HQ in Warsaw. The professional video management platform allows
managers to access the information from different offices and mobile
applications anywhere. This makes life a lot easier for the operations
team as they need to check the situation in all stores. It also means that
everything can be viewed simultaneously, so they can identify trends
throughout the network of stores.

“The high accuracy of conversion rate the solutions provides
really solves a number of our management issues. We can now
easily see what’s going on in the other stores, including heat
mapping, which makes management of the whole networks so
much more efficient.”
- Byron Zeng,Vice President of Miniso Poland

This is a great example of how AI surveillance products can change
the landscape of business decision-making. In a fiercely competitive
environment, like a shopping mall or high street, shopping trend data
can help a retailer to survive. In fact, this worked so well for Miniso, they
decided to use the solution in their stores across the whole of Europe
– potentially about 200 stores in the next year.

